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Find the latest edition of FinWatch which provides a gist of all regulatory developments
impacting the financial services industry in South Africa.
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· The Inside Edge

Regulatory Developments
Insurance

Under R100m recovered for insurance policyholders
According to the annual report of the Ombudsman of Short term Insurance (OSTI), 99.1
million ZAR  was recovered for short-term insurance policy holders. A significant portion of
this amount related to vehicle insurance complaints. According to the report, the Ombud
received 14,916 complaints, of these 8,631 cases were closed during the year. The
average turnaround time to resolve complaints was 91 days. More than a third of
complaints were resolved in less than 60 days, while only 6% of complaints took longer
than 180 days to resolve. Fin24 Please contact Derek Vice for further information.

Brokerage & Securities Markets

Remarks by the Deputy Governor of SARB at the ACI South Africa, Financial Markets
Association on market conduct and market best practice
In the Deputy Governor’s opinion longer-lasting solutions are required to embed the correct
culture rather than to impose conduct rules and police market participants. According to
him, all market participants should ensure that the performance assessment and
compensation of employees takes adequate account of governance, compliance and
market conduct and should not solely be based on profit. To make sure that individuals
meet a specified threshold of acceptable behavior, the Financial Stability Board (FSB) has
developed a set of “FSF principles for sound compensation practices”; the aim of these
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principles is to reduce incentives for excessive risk taking that may arise from the structure
of compensation schemes in significant financial institutions. In next week’s FinWatch we
will provide a summary of the above. As a member of the FSB, South Africa subscribes to
these principles.
 
The Financial Markets Review Committee (FMRC) will look into the following aspects in
relation to market conduct:

-    Review the standards and practices in South Africa’s wholesale financial markets, both
regulated and unregulated;

-    Review governance, accountability and incentives in wholesale financial markets;

-    Develop overarching principles for conduct and integrity to provide a consistent
framework for specific reforms in wholesale financial markets;

-    Identify any gaps in the legislation, regulation and/or supervision of conduct in wholesale
financial markets, to be addressed through the market conduct policy framework under
the Twin Peaks model of regulation;

-    Identify and incorporate the role of global standards and good practice in South Africa’s
regulatory approach to wholesale financial markets;

-    Develop recommendations for regulators on a pre-emptive, outcomes-focused and risk-
based approach to conduct and integrity in wholesale financial markets; and

-    Facilitate the establishment of a market-led Financial Markets Standards Group. SARB
For more information, please contact Mark Danckwerts.
 
Others
 
ASISA published dispatches for May 2017
-    Draft exemptions for debt instruments: In response to ASISA’s request, the Financial

Services Board (FSB) has published a draft exemption under Regulation 28 regarding
debt instruments issued or guaranteed by South African banks. The Regulation 28
investment limits placed on these instruments have been set according to the market
capitalization of each bank. Please contact Leon Grobler for more information.
 

-    Taxation Laws Amendment Bill: National Treasury requested input from ASISA on
how the Taxation Laws Amendment Bill will impact life insurers. ASISA’s feedback
addressed the following points:
o    The adjusted International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) value definition for

assessing the fair value of assets and liabilities;
o    Deferred Acquisition Costs (DAC);
o    Deferred Revenue Liabilities (DRL);
o    The risk that risk policy funds may have taxable income; and
o    The bill’s phasing-in provisions and effective commencement date. ASISA Please

contact Derek Vice for more information.
 
National Credit Regulator to appeal Tribunal judgment in favour of Lewis Stores
The referral is related to Lewis stores offering consumers extended warranties that run
concurrently with manufacturers’ warranties and the charging of a club fee which is
reflected in a consumers’ statements of account. NCR Please contact Finn Elliot for more
information.
 
National Treasury briefed The Committed on Debt Relief Policy
National Treasury declared its support for the proposals including:
    The principle that governing debt relief should be strict and clear to limit moral hazard and

abuse;
    Improving the regulatory and enforcement capability of the National Credit Regulator;
    Stronger action to be taken against reckless lending and the need for urgent legal

certainty for application of the in duplum rule.
National Treasury also declared its commitment to collaborate with the Trade and Industry
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department on a joint action plan to eliminate household indebtedness. The plan would be
presented to the committee upon completion. PMG To discuss further, please contact
Nicky Kingwill.
To Top

Market Developments
International
 
FSB regional group discusses issues for the Americas (International)
The topics discussed included:
    The FSB’s Key Attributes of Effective Resolution Regimes and its new assessment

methodology for bank resolution, the role of authorities not represented in crisis
management groups for systemically important financial institutions, and efforts to
strengthen host authority cooperation on resolution issues;

    Regulatory and supervisory issues raised by FinTech, including distributed ledger
technology and peer-to-peer lending;

    Implications of the newly released FX Global Code, which provides global principles of
good practice in the foreign exchange market and is designed to promote a robust and
transparent global wholesale foreign exchange marketplace; and

    Experiences and challenges in implementing the agreed regulatory reforms and the
impact of reductions in correspondent banking relationships. FSB

 
IOSCO publishes a report on objectives and principles of securities regulation
(International)
The report titled “Objectives and Principles of Securities Regulation,” sets out 38 principles
of securities regulation based on the following objectives:

    Protecting investors: Investors should be protected from misleading, manipulative or
fraudulent practices, including insider trading, front running or trading ahead of
customers, and the misuse of client assets.

    Ensuring fair, efficient, and transparent markets: Regulators should ensure fairness
through the approval of exchange and trading system operators and trading rules.
Market structures should not unduly favor some market users over others, and

    Reducing systemic risk: Regulators should promote effective risk management and
ensure that capital and other prudential requirements are sufficient to address
appropriate risk taking. IOSCO

 
Designing an Optimal Deposit Insurance System (International)
In his keynote address at the IADI conference on “Designing an Optimal Deposit Insurance
System”, the Chairman of the Basel Committee talked about the role deposit insurance
systems play with bail-in tools. In his opinion, bail-in tools provide extra layer protection for
insured depositors reducing the likelihood of actual pay-outs from deposit insurance. He
also discussed some of the challenges concerning the financial safety net for cross-border
bank. In his opinion, liquidity support and the deposit guarantee scheme currency
mismatches is an issue. Hence he suggested that operations of cross-border banking
groups, such as branching, should be met with stricter requirements on the bank to
maintain liquidity buffers in all relevant currencies.  BIS
 
Rules on combating money laundering and terrorist financing in correspondent
banking (International)
The revisions pertain to guidelines on the Basel Committee's sound management of risks
related to money laundering and financing of terrorism. The revisions aim to ensure that
banks conduct correspondent banking business with the best possible understanding of
the applicable rules on anti-money laundering and countering the financing of terrorism.
The Committee's guidance includes a list of risk indicators that correspondent banks
should consider in their risk assessment of money laundering and financing of terrorism
associated with correspondent banking. BIS
To Top

Accounting/ Auditing Updates
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Rule on mandatory audit firm rotation
The rules published by the Independent Regulatory Board for Auditors (IRBA) are
applicable to auditors of all public interest entities. The rules are expected to strengthen the
independence of auditors following concerns from the regulator around the extended
lengths of audit relationships. The requirements for auditors according to the rule are to
ensure that an audit firm or a network firm does not serve as the appointed auditor of a
public interest entity for more than 10 consecutive financial years. An audit firm will only be
eligible for reappointment after the expiry of at least five financial years. The Act further
requires the audit regulator to refer Reportable Irregularities (RI)s to the relevant authorities
for further investigation. IRBA; Press release
 
FASB to proceed with final standard on Hedging
The Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB) voted to proceed with a new accounting
standard expected to improve and simplify accounting rules around hedge accounting. The
final Accounting Standards Update (ASU) is expected to be published in August 2017.
According to the FASB the resulting standard will better align the accounting rules with a
company’s risk management activities, better reflecting the economic results of hedging in
the financial statements, and simplify hedge accounting treatment. FASB
To Top

The Inside Edge
 
KPMG’s 2017 CEO Outlook
 
KPMG’s 2017 CEO Outlook report provides insights of South African CEOs’ expectations
for business growth, the challenges they face and their strategies to chart organisational
success over the next three years
 
To Top

 

Please click here to access the previous issues of the xternal edition of FinWatch
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